Craft Los Angeles is centrally
located in Century City
between West Los Angeles and
Beverly Hills.
It’s adjacent to 2000 Avenue of
the Stars & on the grounds of
the beautiful four acre Century
Park.

Our Style
All of our dishes are plated individually and set in the center of the table to encourage sharing.

Craft’s menu celebrates meat from artisan ranchers, day boat fish and market vegetables - the best seasonal ingredients prepared
simply and with finesse. Many favorites from the Craft New York menu are also prepared by Chef de Cuisine Ray England including
Braised Beef Short Ribs, Gnocchi and Hen of the Woods Mushrooms.
Desserts created by Pastry Chef Shannon Swindle include a mix and match list of pastries and custards, fresh fruit sorbets
and rich ice creams.

Our unique marriage of handpicked ingredients, haute cuisine and craft-style service allows for all guests to enjoy the entire menu.

The Main Dining Room
Award-winning architectural design is the work of Bentel and Bentel. Their design is inspired by the original
Craft in New York. It features hand-crafted walnut tables, a steel and glass wine cabinet and our signature glowing filament bulbs.

Craft’s main dining room has an extremely open and gorgeous floor-plan. This room can seat up to 140 guests for a sit down
event and can accommodate up to 200 guests for a reception with cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.
The maximum capacity for the entire restaurant is 400 guests.
*An event in our main dining room would be considered a buy-out of the restaurant.

The Private Dining Room

In craft’s private dining room the possibilities are endless!
This room is perfect for business & personal occasions,
wedding receptions, company gatherings, wrap parties
and other celebrations.
The private dining room can seat up to 48 guests
using six oval tables & can accommodate up
to 80 guests for a cocktail reception.
We can also set one long table for up to 20 guests and
one large square table for up to 14 guests.

The private dining room also features floor to ceiling windows and its own private terrace perfect for cocktail receptions.
Guests are surrounded by an impressive metropolitan skyline view and will be able look out on to a four acre park.

craftbar

Chic and contemporary cabañas are set on the
craft bar patio to provide a private atmosphere
and al fresco dining.
It's the perfect place to celebrate with friends, sit
back and relax after work or before an evening on
the town.
Each cabaña can seat up to 10 people.

The Side Patio

The side patio is great for large cocktail receptions.
For more information contact
Anna Morini, Special Events & Private Dining
Direct (424) 204-7485 amorini@craftlosangeles.com

